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Important info about US Chess rated 
tournaments for NEW players! 

 
 
While each tournament you may go to is slightly different, these points generally apply 
everywhere. 
 
If you have more questions beyond what’s covered here, ask me, check the rulebook or 
visit https://new.uschess.org/ 

 
 

1. Pairings, Standings & reporting results  

Try to arrive at the playing site 15 minutes before the first round starts. If you have 
already paid your entry fee, you will automatically be paired for the first round. No 
check-in necessary! 
 
 I will make the pairings and post them around that time. The chart will give you 
the following information: Who you're playing against, what color you are, and 
what board number you're playing on. Following this information, go find your board 
number and set up for the game.  
 
Pairings for this and most chess tournaments are done using the Swiss 
System. Google for more details on how this works. The gist of it is: you are 
generally paired against players with the same score as you. For example, if you 
have 1 point after 2 rounds, you’ll likely play someone else with 1 point in round 3.  
 
There is no elimination – everyone plays all four rounds. (Unless you need to 
request a bye… see section 5).  
So plan for the tournament to last all day! There will be time in between rounds, 
including extra time for lunch around 1pm. 
 
If you’re in the U1000 section, you will play double-rounds. That means you play 
two games against each opponent – one as white, one as black. 
 
When you are finished with your game, you will mark your result on the pairing 
chart. Mark a 1 for the player who won, a 0 for the player who lost, or 1/2 -1/2 if the 
game was a draw. (In double-rounds, you mark 2-0 if one player won both games).  

https://new.uschess.org/
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Both players are responsible for reporting the result and ensuring it is reported 
correctly.  
 
After each round I will also post standings, showing how everyone in the section is 
doing so far. Ask me or another player how to read this sheet! 
 

 
 
2. Touch-move & Time controls 

 
All rated chess tournaments are touch-move. You touch a piece, you have to move 
it! This applies when it is your turn. If you touch one of your opponent's pieces on 
your turn, you must capture it if it is legal to do so. If you touch a piece that cannot 
legally move, touch-move doesn't apply. You are free to move any. 
 
If you need to touch a piece for purposes other than moving it (like to correct one 
that is drifting off-center or to flick off a fly), first announce, "I adjust." This notifies 
your opponent you are only adjusting, not moving! 
 
If your opponent touches a piece, fails to say “I adjust” and then attempts to move a 
different piece, remind them of the touch-move rule. If they give you any trouble, 
pause the clock and notify the Tournament Director (me) right away. 
 
Speaking of clocks... the main time control for this tourney is G/45 +10. That means 
each player has forty-five minutes plus a ten second increment each move. 
 If you’re in the U1000 section, your time control is G/30 +5 (two games against 
each opponent). 
 
 It is advised you play with the clock. However many new players choose not to, 
and that is completely fine! I may add one to your board later if we need to ensure 
the game finishes in a timely manner. 
 
 

 

3. Score-keeping & Claims 
 
Generally, every player in a tournament is required to keep score (notate their 
games). Some TDs, like myself, waive this rule for brand new players. So 
recording your games is recommended, but not required for this first tournament.  
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Your scoresheet is an important tool for making claims. Think the position has 
repeated three times and it's a draw? Or that your opponent made an illegal move 
four turns ago? No, the Queen was definitely on c5, not on b5! 
With an accurate scoresheet, you can prove claims like these to your opponent and 
the tournament director.  
 
If you have a claim to make, pause the clock and come find me. Actually, do this if 
you have any issues at all during the game, like someone nearby is annoying you 
or you have a rules-related question. 
 
Both players may stop keeping score if either player’s time falls below five 
minutes. 
 

 
4. Equipment 

 
Please bring your own chess equipment (regulation tournament set, clock,  
scorebook and pencil). If you don't have something, don't sweat it! We provide 
scoresheets and have extra club sets, as well as equipment to purchase on site. 
 
Black typically gets to choose which set and clock to use, as well as which side to 
put the clock on. If the player playing Black is late to the game, they forfeit this right 
- White can choose the equipment. 
 
 
 

5. Byes/missing games   
 
If you need to miss a round, you can request a half-point bye. This means you skip 
the round and are awarded a half-point instead (like you played and got a draw). 
This does not affect your rating. For this event, half-point byes must be requested 
before the start of the previous round.  
In the U1000 section, you receive one point when you take a bye (a half-point for 
each game you miss). 
 
Even if it's too late to request a half-point bye, make sure to tell us you need to 
miss a round! If you fail to notify the TD, you will be paired, and your would-be 
opponent will wait in vain for you to show up. You will then lose the game by 
forfeit, which goes on your permanent record. This is considered highly 
unsporting in the chess community. Don't be a no-show! 
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        6. Spectating/playing conduct 
 
You may watch other games that are going on in the tournament. However be sure 
to keep completely silent - making no distractions or giving any sort of aid to the 
players you're watching. This includes facial expressions, gasping when you see a 
poor move played, and so on! Motioning to someone that it’s their turn, they forgot 
to hit the clock, they are out of time, or even that they made an illegal move is also 
against the rules.  
If you happen to notice any of these, do tell the TD though. The TD is the only one 
allowed to interfere with a game in any capacity. 
 
Always keep at least four feet distance from the game you're watching, and move 
away if the players give the slightest indication you are annoying them. 
 
I guess I have to say -- be entirely silent during your own game too. In tournament 
games, you should typically only speak to offer a draw, point out an illegal 
move, say check, say I adjust, or resign. You can chat with your opponent about 
the game after it's over! 

 
 
 

7. Ratings 
 
Yes, this tournament is US Chess rated! This means it will help you develop an 
official, United States chess rating. After four rated games, you will have 
a provisional rating. Once you hit 26 rated games, your rating will be 
considered established. Right now, if you have never played a rated game, you 
are an unrated player. 
 
The tournament will usually be rated by Tuesday or Wednesday. To check your 
new updated rating, look yourself up on the US Chess website here!  
Player Search | US Chess.org 
Click on your profile then on the “Tmnt Hst” tab on the top right. 
 
 
 
 
Well, I think that's enough for now. If you have questions about anything you read 
here, don’t hesitate to ask me. Excited to see you on Sunday!  
 

https://new.uschess.org/player-search

